A condition is given to decompose a large scheduling problem into two or more scheduling problems of smaller size. The applicability of the decomposition approach to scheduling problems is illustrated through the single machine scheduling problem n/l /Fw IT max = 0, minimizing the weighted flow time with zero maximum tardiness, and a branch and bound algorithm incorporating the decomposition principle is presented to obtain the optimal schedule. This algorithm is then extended to obtain the optimal schedule to the single machine scheduling problem n/l/FwITmax' minimizing the weighted flow time with minimum/maximum tardiness, by reducing n/l/FwIT max to n/l/FwIT max = O.
Introduction
The idea of decomposing a problem to simplify its solution is not new.
However in recent years the use of large-scale computers has led to rapid expansion in the use of decomposition techniques for optimization, for solution of reliability and electrical network problems, for process control and for a wide Variety of other problems. In spite of the diversity of opinion on the definition of decomposition, the idea of decomposition can be in gemeral stated as: a large complex system representing interacting elements could be broken up into sub problems of lower dimensionality. Presumably these subproblems can be treated independently for the purpose of optimization, control, design and so forth, and the coordination of the solution of these subproblems is the solution of the large original problem.
The most effective type of decomposition is to form disjoint subsystems, that is to form subsets of relations that do not contain any common variables so that each subset can be treated independently.
In this paper we will extend the idea of decomposition to permutation 29 scheduling problems. In a permutation scheduling problem P~{J,~}, it is required to obtain the optimal permutation schedule of the n jobs in the given set J~{1,2, .
•. ,n} with an objective function~. That is, we wish to minimize ~(s) over all possible permutation schedule s of the jobs 1,2, ... ,n.
In the next section we will present a sufficient condition to decompose a large permutation scheduling problem into two or more disjoint scheduling problems of smaller size. Following a brief introduction to the single machine scheduling problem in section 3, decomposability of the single machine scheduling problem n/l/F IT = 0, minimizing the weighted flow time F" with zero w max w maximum tardiness, will be illustrated and a branch and bound algorithm to obtain the optimal schedule will be presented in section 4. In section 5, the branch and bound algorithm given in section 4 will be extended to the single machine scheduling problem n/l/F IT minimizing the weighted flow time with w max minimum maximum tardiness T
• For this we will show that n/l/F IT can be max w max reduced to n/l/F IT = O. w max
Complete Decomposition
In this section we will present a condition and show that if the permutation scheduling P satisfies it, then P can be decomposed into two or more disjoint subsets of smaller size.
Condition 1:
If we can partition the set J into two or more (say m+l) mutually exclu- n. = n.,
> is an optimal schedule and the minimum cost is <P(B*).
Q.E.D.
If the above condition is satisfied, a large scheduling problem can be decomposed into two or more disjoint subsets of smaller problems. These subproblems can be solved separately and the optimal schedule for the large problem can be obtained by recomposing them as given above. In some large scheduling problems a feasible schedule may be found if and only if it satisfies condition 1.1. Then we say that this condition is the feasibility condition. In other cases this will be called the optimality condition.
The set of jobs can be sometimes partitioned into subsets based either on the feasibility or on the optimality condition. In this paper we will illustrate how this job partitioning may be carried out based on the feasibility condition. For this we will solve the one machine scheduling problem mini.mizi.ng the weighted sum of flow time with the constraint of maintaining all jobs early (non tardy). Symbolically the problem i.s n/l/P IT = O. Throughout the remaining sections of this paper we will assume that the jobs are numbered in the non-decreasing order of due-dates so that the earliest due date (EDD) schedule ES is <1,2, ... ,n>. In the following section we will solve the one machine scheduling problem n/l/F IT = 0, minimizing the sum w max of weighted flow times of all jobs with zero maximum tardiness. It will be assumed that there is at least one feasible schedule with Tmax 0, that is:
all jobs are early in the EDD schedule ES.
The n/l/F IT = ° scheduling problem was first considered by Smith [5] .
W max He conjectured that the optimum schedule for this problem can be obtained by scheduling job k last where (Pk/wk) = max{p ./w.} and L = {ild. > E p, iEJ}
is the set of jobs that will not be tardy even if scheduled last. Even though Smith's conjecture for the n/l/F IT = 0 problem seems to be a reasonable Following this, two theorems will be formulated and proved in order to reduce much branching. A lower bound and the condition for sequence dominance will also be presented.
Decomposability of the n/l/Fwl#T
The,applicability of decomposition princi~le to n/l/Fwl#T = 0 will be illustrated in this section. First we will present an algorithm that will provide us with the job partitions
That is, the earliness of job t(k) in the EDD schedule is less than the minimum processing time of the jobs in the subset J(k-1). Let E~ = <1,2, •.
• ~n> be the EDD schedule.
Algorithm 4. 1 :
the!!. go to step 2: else go to step 3. 
and
It should be noted that depending on the processing times and due-dates of the jobs the value of m can be 0 < m < n-l. Obviously m=O implies that the given set J could not be partitioned. In the following proof we will assume m>O rejecting the trivial case m=O.
We will prove the theorem by showing that any arbitrary schedule R that does not satisfy the precedence constraints of theorem 4.1 will have at least one tardy job. Inspection of step& 1 and 2 of algorithm 4.1 will show that
• ,m+l.
1-
Let us consider an arbitrary schedule R of the n jobs, which may violate the precedence constraint of theorem 4.1.
Assume that all jobs in the set 
m+1). i=l
Since all jobs in U J(i) precede all jobs in the subset J(k) in S (and i=k+1 always in a feasible schedule),
p.
2:
w.+ 2: (w (') 2: P (.»
Then from (3), (4) and the definition of h(o), we get 
In order to complete the ~roof,for the validity of the decomposition of problem P, we have to show that the condition #T=O will not be violated by the schedule 3 = <Trm+l' Trm, ... ,Tr l > when Trk is a feasible schedule to the sub~ problem P(k), k=1,2, ... ,m+l. To show this let us choose an arbitrary job j from a job set say J(k). Let Trk be a feasible schedule to p(k). ·Then
Hence job j is early in schedule 3.
Q.E.D.
Therefore it follows that the subproblems formed according to definition 4.1 satisfy condition 1 for complete decomposition. In the remainder of this section we will consider the properties of the n/l/Fwl#T = 0 problem and propose an algorithm that will utilize these properties and the decomposition principle and give the optimal schedule.
Job exclusion and job dominance
The counter examples given by Burns [2] and Emmons [3] , to Smith's conjecture demonstrate the fact that more than one job may be suitable to be scheduled last when using the principle of Smith's conjecture. That is: let Q be the set of jobs to be scheduled and [, = {ild. > Lp, isQ}, then all 'Z--rsQ r the jobs in the set [, may be suitable to be scheduled last. Brucker, Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan [1] have shown that n/l/F I#T = 0 is NP complete. This fact w indeed eliminates the possibility of obtaining a simple search algorithm. In this regard we will employ a branch and bound approach to sorve this one machine scheduling problem. The expansion of a node will be carried out by choosing the jobs that could be placed last among those jobs to be scheduled.
Let Q be the set of jobs to be scheduled at node a and the jobs in the'set 
and Db+i = {klji ok, kEH b } is the set of jobs dominated by ji. Now we will
show that the jobs in the set 0b+i at node b+i need not be considered for the last position among the jobs in Qb+i. feasible (since Hb is the set of jobs potentially available to be scheduled at nobe b) and since kDj, from result 1 we know that S' is an alternate optimal schedule. Therefore we need not consider sequences in the form of S. Q.E.D.
Hence we can reduce the set of potentially available jobs in £' as fola lows: The jobs that should be considered for the last position among the jobs in Q a at node a are in the set Ha' where Ha = £~ -£~QDa and the set Dl at the first node should be assumed to be empty. That is HI = £{.
We will now consider two more possibilities of eliminating unnecessary nodes. This will be accomplished by:
(1) defining a lower bound, and (2) defining a condition for sequence dominance.
Lower bound
Let Qa,be the set of jobs to be scheduled and 0a be the already scheduled partial sequence. Then we would like to obtain a lower bound £B < min a -pd 
We will now present the algorithm to solve n/l/F I#T = O. We will note reject node a and repeat step 2.1: else, Table 1 gives the data matrix and Table 2 gives the flow times of the jobs according to the EDD schedules, and the set partitioning point (job 5).
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